Laser Compact All Season 2
For those looking for a lightweight 2-person tent to use all
year round, this tent is an ideal choice.
A 1-person version is also available
Sleeps: 2
Free standing?: No (tent requires guy lines to be pitched)
Minimum Weight: 1.6Kg (3lb 8oz)
Packed Weight: 1.8Kg (3lb 16oz)
Pitch Time (estimate): 5 minutes
Number of Porches: 1
Number of Doors: 2
Pitch Type: Fly and Inner pitch together
Flysheet: Watershed R/S Nylon 5000mm HH
Groundsheet: Waterbloc Nylon 10000mm HH
Main Pole: 8.7mm DAC NFL alloy
End poles: Alloy
Pegs: 14 x aluminium alloy 11g
Guylines: 8 x Dyneema reflective
Inner door: Half mesh

£550.00 RRP

Stub Code:
43LCAS2

Description

4 season lightweight 2-man backpacking tent
We’ve blended two iconic Terra Nova models to create the ultimate 4 season lightweight 2-man tent, for those looking to spend
time outdoors all year round. The single hoop design of the award winning Laser and the robust weatherproof fabrics of the
Quasar are combined to produce the Laser Compact All Season 2. There are a few additional features to the standard Laser,
making it even more resilient in wintry conditions.

â–º The 30D Watershed ripstop nylon flysheet and 70D Waterblock groundsheet have fully taped sealed seams to provide full waterproof
protection.
â–º The two flysheet doors use the same #5 zip as used in the Quasar and they open from both ends to make venting the tent easier in poor
weather. There is also a vent hood over the top end of both zips to provide some additional protection from the rain.
â–º The All Season tent also includes insect proof mesh vents at either end of the inner and flysheet, like the standard Laser Compact 2 to
help keep condensation to a minimum. The inner tent doors also have insect proof mesh panels and all can be closed if need be in windy
conditions.
â–º A neat feature to prevent fumbling with cold hands are the magnetic closures on the flysheet zip flaps. These automatically close the flap
as you close the zip and create a secure seal against the elements.
â–º If conditions are poor and you need to double pole the tent, there are extra eyelets in the pull-out tapes for the pole feet (the additional
pole is available to buy separately) and extra guy lines at each end for added stability.
â–º Three guylines at each end of the flysheet add extra stability in windy conditions

â–º We've included a handy webbing loop at the bottom of the flysheet door to accomodate a trekking pole, enabling you to create a useful
canopy.
â–ºThe Laser Compact All Season 2 packs down to just 30x16cm, making it easy to carry in a rucksack or pannier.
For year-round wild camps or backpacking and bike packing trips the Laser All Season Compact 2 is an ideal choice.
A 1 person version of the tent is available the Laser All Season Compact 1.
Footprints to prolong the life of the tent are available Laser All Season Compact 2 Footprint

